Touch for Health is now available on CD-ROM. This electronic version adds new capabilities and advanced techniques for those just learning Touch for Health and for the practitioner.

eTouch for Health contains the latest TFH School of International Kinesiology College protocols for teaching TFH and for use by practitioners of Kinesiology. Includes the Meridian Wheel, the Chinese Five Elements and Metaphors.

eTouch for Health is the electronic companion to Touch for Health written in 1973 by Dr. John Thie, DC. The book is now published in 34 languages and TFH taught in 100 countries. eTouch has been under development for 15 years and includes the latest works of John Thie and Matthew Thie.

The software version of Touch for Health is now available on CD-ROM. This electronic version adds new capabilities and advanced techniques for those just learning Touch for Health and for the practitioner.

The eTouch for Health software contains the latest Touch for Health School of International Kinesiology College protocols for teaching TFH and for use by practitioners of Kinesiology. Includes the Meridian Wheel, the Chinese Five Elements and Metaphors.

eTouch for Health (eTouch) automates the learning, use and presentation of Touch for Health (TFH), a holistic complementary and alternative health system.

Touch for Health and eTouch use muscle testing as a biofeedback mechanism for evaluating the state of the energy in specific energy meridians and then use a variety of techniques for balancing these subtle energies of the body. TFH is a synthesis of eastern knowledge of the body’s subtle energy system and western techniques of using muscle testing and reflex massage (and other techniques) for re-establishing the balance within the body’s energy system.

For those familiar with Touch for Health, written by

By Earl Cook & Gail Cook with Dr. John Thie, DC
John Thie, the new software will look very familiar. eTouch connects the vast amount of information in TFH in a manner that it becomes useful for both beginners who are learning TFH and for the proficient practitioner needing an advanced tool.

**eTouch Functional Areas**
1. Learning tool for both beginner and practitioner
2. Presentation tool for trainers and presenters
3. Sophisticated session creation and tracking system
4. Searchable Touch for Health reference
5. Patient management system for practitioners
6. Detailed Session reports generated

An important feature of eTouch is that Touch for Health knowledge is accessible where you need it. During a session, information is either on the screen where you need it or only a click or two away.

The flexible and powerful Session Wizard in eTouch guides you through the creation of a TFH Session. Sessions can be focused on either Goals or Conditions and can contain from one to 42 muscles. If you select Meridian Checkup (the default), eTouch will prepare a session using the 14 primary indicator muscles.

The Include feature is a good example of how the power of the computer has been harnessed to extend the power of Touch for Health. For each muscle in a session, muscles can be added based on whether they are on the same meridian, opposing or related to the muscle. In eTouch, it only takes a click of a button to add muscles based on any one or all of these options.

There are a dozen ways to create a session in eTouch using the Session Wizard and many ways to mix the options to meet the needs of both the patient and tester. A unique feature in eTouch is the Select-by-Category method of creating a Session. Touch for Health contains many references to the functions of muscles, causes of a muscle becoming inhibited, symptoms/conditions associated with specific muscles, etc. In eTouch, these categories (and more) are the basis of the ‘Explore System’ as well as the core of the ‘Select-by-Category’ method of creating a Session. For example, when creating a Session and the function ‘Flexes the Foot’ is selected, eTouch will automatically add the Anterior Tibial, Peroneus,
Conditions

When active, Condition/Symptoms trigger the selection of related muscles for a Session.

Gastrocnemius and Soleus to your Session.

The Select-by-Category feature is especially useful when there is either not enough time for a complete 42 or 14-muscle Session, or when someone is mainly concerned with, “It hurts here!” or “It hurts when I do this!” or “I was doing this when it started hurting.” Muscles can also be added to a Session by clicking on a muscle in the muscle illustration or by clicking on an interactive Neuro Lymphatic Point. The interactive NLP feature is a powerful learning tool for learning which muscles are associated to specific points.

Related to the Select-by-Category function is the Condition/Symptom entry feature where muscles are selected for a session depending upon the Conditions and Symptoms entered into the personal record for a person being tested. This feature not only selects the muscles, it produces reports that show the testing results for the muscles that were tested in relation to each condition or symptom. The Condition report shows the results before and after a TFH intervention for each condition/symptom.

When you create a Condition session (as opposed to a Goal session), the muscles will automatically be added to the Session for any Condition/Symptom selected. For example, if you choose Condition and Meridian Checkup, eTouch will select the 14 indicator muscles and then add any other muscles that are related to the active Conditions/Symptoms. Depending on how many conditions/symptoms you selected, you could have a session with anywhere from 14 – 42 muscles. Any muscle not in the Session can be added during an active session using multiple methods.

The Test Logs give a detailed view of a Session. Color coding provides a quick reference for both testing results and progress.

For the advanced Touch for Health practitioner, using the Meridian Wheel to identify where energy blockages are occurring usually means time-consuming charting using paper and pen or markers. In eTouch, as you enter the results of your testing, the Meridian Wheel is being automatically updated. So, in eTouch, Beaver Dams are automatically identified so that even...
During a Session, **eTouch** will automatically activate the Elements and Metaphors associated with your inhibited muscles.

There are multiple screens for entering testing results depending upon how much support information the tester needs. For the beginner, there are screens that are loaded with detailed information about the muscle tests and the standard TFH balancing techniques: spinal reflex; neuro lymphatic; neuro vascular; meridian tracing; acupressure and origin-insertion. Sometimes, even the experienced practitioner may need to refer to this information and it is easily accessible in eTouch. The Test Log (shown below) is one of the screen options for entering test results.

Over-energy can be entered by using an interactive screen for either the Pulse Check or Alarm Points method.

Another way the power of the computer extends TFH is the way that the Meridian Wheel and the Five Elements results can be viewed either in the Over-energy model or in the Simple model by clicking a button that quickly toggles between the two models.

One feature that is worth the price of purchase, for many TFH practitioners, is the inclusion of the Chinese Five Element Metaphors, which represents the latest research by John Thie and Matthew Thie. These metaphors are automatically selected whenever a muscle is found inhibited or a meridian marked for over-energy. There are over 100 metaphors, so having the computer narrow the results down to only those appropriate for the results of the testing is a huge time saver and ease-of-use feature.

eTouch has been designed so that both tester and patient can see the screen during a Session. This is particularly useful when the patient is having difficulty understanding a particular muscle test or is curious about what is happening. The tester can simply play the digital movie as many times as necessary until the patient understands. Color coding of the muscle tests results also presents a visual reference of both the progress of the session and the results. An extensive reporting session allows the patient to walk away with detailed printed reports showing the results of the session including the Meridian Wheel and the Chinese Five Elements.

eTouch is like a large mansion with many rooms that you keep finding interesting things in them and want to explore. But, you can use as much or as little of all the features that you like. Practitioners, though, will want to use many of the advanced features such as Agreements that can be printed for patients. In the USA, many states are passing new Health Freedom Bills that have very important implications for Touch for Health practitioners.

Generally, the Health Freedom Bills recognize the existence and value of complementary and alternative healthcare providers and these new laws estab-
lish guidelines under which these services should be delivered. Central in these new laws is the requirement that a practitioner provide a written contract that states both the theory of the treatment and the education and experience of the practitioner. These need to be printed, signed and given to the patient. eTouch prints customized agreements for the patient and tester and tracks the date that the agreement was signed.

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) in the USA protects the rights of privacy of personal health records. This new law in the USA will increasingly affect the TFH practitioner in the future, so it is good to have a tool that already complies with many of these regulations. eTouch’s password system protects this personal information.

eTouch allows the tester to provide the patient with a detailed report after their Session. For those in the formal TFH Kinesiology training, these reports also work great for delivering the reports for the five balances that must be conducted before progressing to the next level.

Something that becomes quickly evident upon using eTouch is that it is an attractive application. There are personal options that allow the selection of a background that will be used during portions of the Session. These backgrounds: sunset; ocean splash; clouds; mountains; and diving can be selected to add color and a mood to the Session. Digital portraits of people can be entered into eTouch. These photos will appear throughout an eTouch Session and are printed on the reports. This allows a quick visual reference for identifying a person’s records.

Digital photographs can be added to a personal record. These can show before and after conditions and can be used for gauging posture improvements as well as many other uses that can be visually recorded. Selected photos for comparison can be printed from eTouch in a report format.

eTouch has been designed to be an extensible software application. This means that new assessment and balancing techniques can be added via the Extend System so that they will become part of the Reference, Session and Reporting functions. These new techniques will be added in the future as other TFH innovators want to add their techniques to eTouch for Health. These new techniques will be available during the Session so that they can be referenced at any time.

A Research Module is in the works that will allow the details of eTouch Sessions to be submitted through the web to an online research database. The online database can then be searched via a standard web browser and will serve as a source for research for people all around the world. A presentation module is also being planned that will allow instructors and presenters to simply step through a Touch for Health presentation by using the materials contained within eTouch. Other modules will be developed in the future if there is a need for a special utility or feature.

eTouch has been priced so that the average family can afford to learn and use Touch for Health. The current price is $59.95 USD, but some have said, “eTouch could easily sell for $1,500 a copy!”

The software runs on Windows, Mac OS X and Mac 9.x computers. eTouch is a modern multimedia application built upon a relational database platform. It requires nearly 300 MB of space to install without the videos and over 500 MB is required if the digital videos are installed, but this should not be a problem on computers these days with gigabytes of storage space.

eTouch was developed by Earl & Gail Cook of Laser Solutions, Inc., (LSI) a software development firm located in Atlanta, Georgia. Earl began the software in 1988 as a tool for learning Touch for Health and as a method of recording sessions. The couple collaborated with Dr. John Thie in the completion of the software during 2002-2003. The couple has been practicing Touch for Health for over 25 years after a 7-year old injury of Earl’s was fixed in only several minutes using TFH. This was after being told that he would have to live with the injury for the rest of his life. They have purchased and worn out four copies of Touch for Health over the past 25 year period.